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Abstract

Aims—To investigate pattern of visual recovery of nine patients with Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) and a mitochondrial DNA mutation at 11778.

Methods—Recovery was judged significant when a gain of two lines or more in the Landolt ring chart, 10 dB or more improvement of the mean deviation of static perimetry, or improvement of critical flicker frequency (CFF) over 35 Hz was shown.

Results—All three visual functions tested dramatically recovered in one patient. Two other patients exhibited isolated improvement of CFF or visual field, respectively.

Conclusion—Partial improvement of visual function may be more widespread than previously recognised in LHON patients with the 11778 mutation.

Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) is an acute, bilateral optic atrophy mainly affecting young men. Three primary mutations of mitochondrial (mt) DNA are known to be associated with the maternal inheritance trait of LHON. Although visual prognosis is generally poor in patients with LHON, and especially an mt DNA mutation at nucleotide position 11778, spontaneous recovery is occasionally reported. In this study, we investigated frequency and pattern of visual recovery in LHON patients with the 11778 mutation.

Materials and methods

Nine patients with LHON with the 11778 mutation were studied; they had been followed up for at least 1 year after the onset of disease. The study was performed according to the guidance of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was obtained from all the patients. The molecular biology technique to confirm the 11778 mutation has been described previously.

Corrected visual acuity, mean deviation of static perimetry, and critical flicker frequency (CFF) were periodically tested using the Landolt ring visual chart, the C30-2 program on the Humphrey field analyser (Model 750) under fixation monitoring, and handy flicker (Neitz), respectively.

Significant improvement of visual acuity was defined as a gain of the two lines or more from nadir. Improvement of the visual field was judged significant when the mean deviation in the last three consecutive tests was better than 10 dB compared with the average of three tests at the nadir.

CFF was measured in a relatively dark room according to the method of Woung et al. In brief, the flicker rate of a red target stimulus at a viewing distance of 25 cm was gradually increased until an examinee perceived the stimulation as a constant illumination. Then the rate was decreased until the examinee recognised flickering; this rate was recorded. Among three sets of this procedure, the lowest rate was adopted as a CFF of the subject at the specific day. Our preliminary study indicated that the average of CFF in a total of 50 normal adults was 36.2 (SD 2.3) Hz, whereas CFF in 26 age matched patients who had visual acuity and field similar to the current cases and optic neuritis or traumatic, ischaemic, or compressive optic neuropathy was 25 Hz or below (data not shown). These values are consistent with those of other investigators.

Improvement was judged significant if CFF exceeded 35 Hz at recovery.

Results and discussion

The patients’ data are summarised in Table 1. All but one patient (case 4) showed reliable perimetric results with probability indices for false negative and positive responses and fixation loss being 15% or less. Three out of the nine patients showed significant improvement of at least one of the three visual functions tested.

Case 1 exhibited a dramatic recovery of visual acuity from 0.1 in both eyes to 0.6 in the right eye and 0.7 in the left. Central scotoma completely disappeared (Fig 1; upper panel) and CFF fully recovered.

Case 2 demonstrated a remarkable improvement of CFF from 23 Hz right eye and 24 Hz left eye at the nadir to 43 Hz both eyes a year after the second eye was involved. He did not significantly recover his visual acuity or field.

Case 3 exhibited a significant improvement of the mean deviation from −27 to −15 dB right eye and from −28 to −17 dB left eye
Visual acuity and CFF remained unchanged. These three patients had no systemic diseases and no tobacco and alcohol misuse, whereas among the remaining seven patients without recovery, case 4 had diabetes mellitus and systemic hypertension and cases 8 and 9 were tobacco and alcohol misusers. These support previous observations that metabolic compromise is likely to precipitate expression of LHON.8

The current data did not corroborate the previous reports suggesting that patients with the onset at 15 years or younger tended to show better visual outcomes.3,4 Although cases 1–5 had been given idebenone 30 mg daily5 and vitamin B2 40 mg throughout the follow up period, the small sample size and no randomisation precluded us from drawing a rigorous conclusion regarding their effectiveness.

Taken into account the poor prognosis of LHON patients with the 11778 mutation, the above visual recovery rate (3/9) seems noteworthy. Some patients with LHON are known to recover vision by developing small islands of normal vision within their central scotoma.3 Unless the fenestrated scotoma unmasks the most central area, the decreased visual acuity remains unchanged. This indicates that the recovery rate is likely to be underestimated when one solely considers visual acuity.

Since two current patients, whose central scotoma was substantially reduced, showed relatively mild visual field defect even at the nadir, the size of the central scotoma at the nadir may be one of the critical factors determining to what extent visual function is improved.

CFF is suggested to be a more sensitive detector for subtle optic nerve dysfunction than visual acuity.6,10 It is affected earlier and recovers later than visual acuity in patients with various kinds of optic neuropathy. The dominant and isolated recovery of CFF observed in cases 1 and 2, respectively, is very peculiar. Since CFF is presumed to reflect the magnocellular function,10 the above results may suggest that the magnocellular function is preferentially rescued, at least in some patients with LHON.
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